
14 March 2023

Brianna Fairbanks, Esq.
Attorney Advisor
US Environmental Protection Agency
75 Hawthorne St
San Francisco, CA 94105

Dear Ms. Fairbanks,

I am writing to express my interest in being hired to the position of environmental attorney at law. The
EPA embodies quality values in its work that I hope to dedicate myself towards while working full-time
in the air, toxics, water, and general law branch. The comprehensive facets of experience I have developed
through my work in environmental advocacy, team leadership, and furthered education will serve well
towards enhancing my qualifications for this role.

I introduced myself to justice issues surrounding the natural environment when founding the
Solution-Based Environmental Advocacy. This organization’s mission is to promote environmental
literacy among youth and members of the wider community while coordinating their involvement in the
implementation of real impact. Planning, organizing, and executing its numerous events has provided me
with openings to engage with large group projects and enact critical thinking. I have been successful in
establishing affiliations with other groups at the local, regional, state, and international levels. This has
broadened my understanding of facilitating collective efforts surrounding issues of climate equity.

The root of my leadership is three years of involvement in Ripon High’s ASB Leadership Program. A
commitment to dependability and eagerness to learn is what drives my ambition to serve and represent all
across my district. By collaborating alongside student organizations on campus, I have also found great
enjoyment in enhancing the student culture and learning from diverse individuals. Within my curriculum I
have taken advanced courses of language, environmental science, and human geography. My
interdisciplinary research endeavor among these topics enabled me to take on the more nuanced
understanding that I constantly crave. As a prefrosh of Stanford University for fall of this year, I hope to
improve my knowledgeability and gain the opportunity to apply this knowledge first hand within context
of the threats to natural resources.

I sincerely appreciate your consideration of this application and would gladly work with you to schedule
an interview. Please feel free to reach out to my email at 62806484@riponusd.net if you have any
questions when reviewing the resume that was attached per your request.

Best regards,

Dillan Saltsman
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